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Aria Venting Fastener
The Aria Venting Fastener is equipped with two opposing tongues. This unique 
feature provides safer ventilation and greater window control, particularly 
advantageous in windy conditions. This fastener is wedgeless and with concealed 
fixings provides an unobtrusive look for your home.

Aria Confix Fastener
The low profile Aria Confix Fastener is designed to suit situations 
where a sliding door would pass in front of a window. With 
concealed fixing, this fastener offers a more subtle aesthetic than 
other window fasteners.  

Aria D Handle
The Aria D Handle offers an attractive pull option for sliding doors. With a large 
comfortable grip area, the Aria D Handle is ergonomically designed for use with the 
Optimum Sliding Door Lock. The Aria D Handle can be paired with a Palladium Xtra 
escutcheon featuring a convenient red indicator so you can see the lock’s status at a 
glance.  

Aria Wedgeless Fastener
With its innovative wedgeless design, this quality window fastener from ASSA ABLOY 
comes in both a low and high profile design. The Aria Wedgeless Fastener is suitable 
for a range of applications, from the awning window in the kitchen to the window 
that sits behind an open sliding door.
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Aria Door and 
Window Furniture

For consistent 
styling 
throughout 
your home...

Aria is a style developed by ASSA ABLOY that has 
been fashioned into a contemporary and versatile 
furniture range. With sleek styling complementary 
to modern joinery, the Aria range is encompassed 
by a number of ASSA ABLOY’s window and door 
hardware products. Providing both internal and 
external hardware solutions and with an array 
of colour finishes available, co-ordination of 
aesthetics throughout the home is easy.

Made in New Zealand, the Aria range of 
window and door furniture is designed with 
uncompromised value and manufactured from 
high quality materials for premium security.

Aria for Front Doors
Combining high security with contemporary 
design, Aria on Nexion is the ideal choice of 
hardware for your front door. With both a 
mechanical and keyless version available, Aria 
on Nexion offers provides style, as well as the 
ultimate convenience. Details on alternative 
Aria entrance door options inside.



Aria for Internal Handles
Complete the look and use Aria on the premium Daintree or 
Ovation platforms on your internal doors. Pair off Aria with 
the Ovation Series for a sleek stainless steel round rose or go 
for the Daintree Series round or square rose escutcheons. 
Both Daintree and Ovation offer passage or privacy sets, 
meeting the needs of all your internal doors from the hallway 
to the bathroom.

Aria Endeavour Sliding 
Door Lock
The Aria Endeavour has an abundance 
of security and safety features, including 
a convenient red indicator showing the 
lock’s status at a glance. With the choice 
of two Aria styled handles, including a D 
Pull and Slim Pull the Aria Endeavour is 
the ideal choice for sliding doors.

Aria Bi-fold Window 
and Door Handle
The Aria Bi-fold Handle is suitable for 
use with a number of multi-point bi-fold 
locking platforms. This handle operates 
with a  90 degree rotation from locked 
to unlocked and is suitable for use with 
bi-folding doors and windows.

Aria for Entrance Doors
The stylish Aria lever has proven a 
popular choice on entrance doors. 
Created by our innovative team of 
designers, the result combines superior 
functionality with contemporary styling. 
The Aria lever features on a number 
of different rose and plate styles to 
complement your aluminium or timber 
joinery.


